Intra-operative mapping and language protection in glioma
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Abstract
The demand for acquiring different languages has increased with increasing globalization. However, knowledge of the modification of the new language in the neural language network remains insufficient. Although many details of language function have been detected based on the awake intra-operative mapping results, the language neural network of the bilingual or multilingual remains unclear, which raises difficulties in clinical practice to preserve patients’ full language ability in neurosurgery. In this review, we present a summary of the current findings regarding the structure of the language network and its evolution as the number of acquired languages increased in glioma patients. We then discuss a new insight into the awake intra-operative mapping protocol to reduce surgical risks during the preservation of language function in multilingual patients with glioma.
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Introduction
Language is one of the most important abstract inventions in human history. To date, little is known about the biological mechanisms underlying the language functions. Various neurological diseases can affect language functions, and the protection and recovery of language functions have always been a focus of neurosurgeons. In this review, we introduce the current understanding of language networks and consider glioma as an example, while expounding on the influence of cerebral-occupying lesions on language networks. Moreover, we discuss the existing modalities for locating language-related brain areas and propose a monitoring strategy to protect language functions for patients who are proficient in over three languages.

Traditional language regions
In the late 19th century, two major language-related cortical regions were identified and named after scholars, namely the Broca and Wernicke areas. Broca area, which is located at the posterior inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), is mainly responsible for the language expression, whereas the Wernicke area, which is located in the middle to posterior portion of the superior temporal gyrus (STG), mainly contributes to decoding the semantic meaning of auditory information. To date, vast linguistic studies have been conducted on these two areas and the distribution of language functions in the cerebral cortex has been previously studied in detail.1-3 Recent findings have shed new light on their anatomical definition and functional responsibilities. Broca area has been considered as the reference for the entire IFG and whether it is more involved in phonological or semantic processing remains controversial. The anatomical definition of Wernicke area has evolved over time and most researchers have reached a consensus that it should cover the angular gyrus, superior marginal gyrus, STG, middle temporal gyrus, and posterior parts of the inferior temporal gyrus (ITG).4 Mesulam et al5 found that the neural substrates of word and sentence comprehension are dissociable, and Wernicke area is not a center but a part of the entire language processing system. Other cortical areas, including Broca area and the dorsal premotor cortex, are also important for the process of language comprehension.

Specific language regions
With the deepening of relevant research, the study of language networks is not limited to the two traditional regions and some specific language regions have been identified. For instance, a recent study showed that the right fusiform gyrus is activated for the analysis of characters when processing information in pictographs (Chinese).6 Another study showed that compared with Indo-European languages, spoken word recognition in Chinese can lead to greater activation in the right...
temporoparietal region.\textsuperscript{7} Moreover, the right anterior temporal lobe is equally as important as its left homolog for tone language comprehension.\textsuperscript{10} The anterior supplementary motor area, anterior cingulate cortex, middle frontal gyrus, and left caudate nucleus play special roles in language switching tasks.\textsuperscript{9-11} The IFG is activated only when the amount of information increases and the language network needs more regions to process.\textsuperscript{12} Similarly, a study identified that as the word combination task becomes longer and more complex, the right IFG and medial frontal gyrus are activated to process semantic comprehension and expression.\textsuperscript{13} Hence, the entire language network is not always involved in every task. Some language regions are stimulated only by specific tasks and difficulty levels. To explore the entire network of language processing, language tasks should be diversified and paired with different difficulty levels.

Fiber tracts
Subcortical fibers participate in linguistic processing by connecting different language-related cortices and building language networks. Hence, damage to the fiber tracts can also cause linguistic deficits. The ventral and dorsal streams are the two primary pathways in the language network, also known as the dual-stream model.\textsuperscript{14-16} In the ventral stream, the extreme fiber capsule system contains the inferior longitudinal fasciculus, inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, uncinate fasciculus, and middle longitudinal fasciculus, which connects the middle temporal lobe to the ventral lateral prefrontal cortex.\textsuperscript{14,17,18} The ventral stream assists people in matching sounds and objects to semantic meaning by transmitting linguistic information contained in sounds and visuals to accomplish semantic comprehension.\textsuperscript{14,18} Damage to this stream can cause impairment of target recognition or expression and amnesia symptoms.\textsuperscript{19,20} In the dorsal stream, the arcuate fasciculus (AF) and superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF) are the two main tracts that are responsible for integrating hearing and perception, which deliver comprehended information to the receptive region in the integration of a corresponding expressive response.\textsuperscript{14,19,21} The AF connects the frontal cortex to the occipital and parietal cortices and is primarily responsible for the expressive function. Damage to the AF can also cause speech impairments, such as failure to present oneself with logic.\textsuperscript{19,21} The SLF has three parts (I, II, and III) and connects the occipital, parietal, and temporal lobes to the frontal cortex. It mainly conveys linguistic information, attention, memory, and emotion.\textsuperscript{19,21} Damage to the SLF can cause different degrees of aphasic symptoms because of conceptual impairment.\textsuperscript{16,22,23} The components of the dual-stream model complement each other, so the language network can accurately integrate and respond with auditory, visual, and cognitive information as references.\textsuperscript{14}

Adaptability of Original Language Network
The results of the studies presented above show that different language structures and uses would activate different functional areas at the cortical level. However, the mechanism of the language network was mostly understood from a monolingual perspective. As an increasing number of people acquire multiple languages, how would the original language network mediate the adoption of the function to process the acquired languages? The original language network was established to process the native language.\textsuperscript{6,24} Therefore, when processing a second language, the brain tends to translate the contents into the native language before comprehending the meaning.\textsuperscript{25,26} After completing meaning comprehension and response in the native language, the brain translates the response back to the second language to express.\textsuperscript{26,27} While translating back and expressing with the second language, the brain also needs to use cognitive control and executive function to suppress the urge to express directly in the native language and to select the translated second language for output.\textsuperscript{26,27} In this whole second language processing, apart from thinking in the native language, the dual translation, suppression, and execution are extra steps that monolinguals do not need to execute. This process of language transformation also applies to multilingual patients, who may require additional steps to duplicate the transformation between the second and third languages. Therefore, it is logical to consider that bilinguals or multilinguals would activate a wider range of functional regions than monolinguals.\textsuperscript{28} In addition to different mechanisms and involved brain regions, Duffau et al\textsuperscript{29} and Bello et al\textsuperscript{30} also found that different languages activate different white matter fiber tracts. Thus, in terms of subcortical layers, simultaneous acquisition of more than one language entails different cortical and subcortical organizations.

Moreover, the onset of acquisition and proficiency was found to have a significant impact on the distribution of multilingual networks.\textsuperscript{31} The age of 7 years has been used as a criterion to distinguish between early and late acquisition.\textsuperscript{31,32} Almost all functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) results suggest that early acquired languages have a significant overlap with the distribution of language networks in the native language.\textsuperscript{23,33-36} In contrast, late acquired languages are more widely distributed, as observed by direct cortical evidence.\textsuperscript{24,30,37,39} In addition, fMRI findings indicate that the proficiency level of late acquired languages is positively correlated with overlapping range with the native language.\textsuperscript{6,40} Thus, a certain proficiency level can compensate for differences in activation areas arising from differences in the onset of the acquisition. However, we do not know much about the required proficiency level and the compensation process. The direct electrical stimulation results, acting as a clinical “gold standard,” indicate that there are differences in the distribution of language sites across patients and languages, and the statistical power is not sufficient for researchers to draw an applicable rule for the distribution of multilingual networks.\textsuperscript{24,29,30,37-39} Hence, the changes that the acquired languages stimulate to the original language network are unpredictable.

The effect of glioma on language function
Gliomas are the most common intracranial primary growths and often invade language-related cerebral
Different types of language dysfunction are induced by gliomas based on the infiltration of different locations. However, not all patients with gliomas located in language-related regions suffer from language deficits. Gliomas not only induce language impairment but also induce language plasticity. Previous studies have shown that the plasticity of cortices is far stronger than that of subcortical fibers. However, subcortical fibers also have plasticity. Moreover, in the same fiber, different fiber locations also have different plasticities. Herbet et al. found that the anterior SLF/AF had stronger plasticity than the other parts of the SLF/AF. This may be because the limited cortices were connected by the anterior SLF/AF. Hence, regarding these fibers with low plasticity, we should concentrate on subcortical mapping and protection.

Measurements in language-related eloquent identifying among glioma patients

Regarding language-related cortices, conventional measurement uses task fMRI with cooperating language tasks, such as picture naming, reading, and so on. However, unlike sensorimotor functions involving limited cortices, language functions are associated with many cortices and it was difficult to identify language-related eloquent areas relying on one language task. Additionally, patients were unable to perform many tasks at one time. Moreover, neurovascular uncoupling is an inevitable effect that leads to a decrease in the accuracy of fMRI location. Consequently, solely using fMRI to identify language-related cortices and guide glioma resection is not recommended. Hence, fMRI normally serves as the primary source for guidance for language mapping with direct cortical stimulation (DCS) during the clinical practice.

Language mapping with DCS during awake craniotomy was prevalent and this measurement was highly accurate for mapping cortices. For mapping subcortical fibers, the validity was affected by the angle of stimulation and density. Hence, post-operative language deficits were not completely avoided by DCS. Unfortunately, we were unable to use a monopolar stimulator to monitor the distance from the stimulating point to the fibers, such as when mapping the cortico-spinal tracts. Further investigation on how to improve the effects of language mapping using DCS is recommended. Another technique named stereo-electroencephalography (SEEG) may improve brain mapping. SEEG is known to identify the cortical function in epilepsy surgery, but its reliability in other clinical situations is rarely documented. Although DCS has some limitations, it should still be recommended for the delineation of the distribution of cortical functions in glioma treatments.

Fatigue is another reason for the decline in DCS accuracy. With the increasing number of patients who are bilingual or multilingual, the adequate protection of each language function has become an important challenge in neurosurgery. The conventional language mapping protocol recommends mapping each language. However, the time of language mapping is significantly increased and the cooperation of patients worsens with increasing time. Hence, simplifying the protocol of language mapping of multilingualism under the premise of protecting each type of language function is a key point to explore.

Compared with adults in Western countries, it is rare for the Chinese adults nowadays to acquire a second language in the early stage (before 7 years old). Previous studies have shown that the distribution of functional cortical structures related to the second language varies with the period in which the second language was obtained. Based on fMRI, the results showed that in people acquiring a second language in the early stage, the activated cortices of the second language were similar to those of the native language. This means that the activation area of the second language and the native language had a high degree of coincidence for those people. Nevertheless, those who learned a second language after 7 years of age showed a wider range of activated cortices when they processed the same non-native language tasks. Subsequently, several studies have verified this theory at the electrophysiological level (direct evidence) by using intra-operative language mapping. Consequently, mapping only the native language was recommended for patients with fatigue and those who were unable to cooperate in identifying multilingual cortices. However, these findings are not entirely consistent with the Chinese adults, since most Chinese adults acquire a second language after 7 years of age. Hence, for Chinese patients who are bilingual, we should locate both native and non-native languages to ensure adequate protection of their language functions. Moreover, previous fMRI studies have shown that there is an optimization process in the language network. After acquiring a kind of language, when the completion of a task in this language is required, the activated cortices gradually shrink and finally form an optimized network. This finding suggested that early exposure and acquisition of a language required a small range of cortices for language tasks, while more extensive cortices are required for the recruitment of recently acquired languages or those that the person is unskilled at.

Thus, regarding Chinese patients who acquired more than three languages (especially any non-native languages acquired in the late stage), we recommend that intra-operative mapping of only the cortical distribution of the native language and the least proficient acquired language is sufficient to protect all language functions. For other acquired languages, selective mapping is recommended based on the degree of fatigue in patients.

Conclusion

In this study, we reviewed language-relevant areas that gliomas commonly invade and the detailed language impairments induced by glioma. Moreover, based on a previous study and our clinical experience of contemporary Chinese patients, we propose a new protocol for language mapping using direct cortical stimulation.
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